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                               Brief look at the 12
th

 TFW at Cam Ranh Bay AB 

                                      The Early Days, Oct. 1965 – June 1966 
                                                     Norman Malayney and Everett J. Sherwood 

                                           

The Situation in SEA changes:  The Gulf of Tonkin Incident on 2 and 4 August 1964 led Congress to 

pass the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution which granted President Lyndon B. Johnson the authority to assist any 

Southeast Asian country whose government felt jeopardized by Communist aggression. Right after this event in 

August 1964, TAC began deploying aircraft in Operation Two Buck, a TDY jet force buildup in SEA. With the 

beginning of operation Rolling Thunder strikes by the Navy and USAF in March 1965, the tempo of bombing 

over NVN escalated substantially. Unfortunately, the aggressiveness and pace of NVN and their MiG fighters 

also increased. Initially the heightened action was felt primarily by the USN as MiG harassment of aircraft over 

the Gulf of Tonkin stepped up. Enemy aircraft then began to dog US bombing missions over NVN. On 3 April 

1965 three NVN MiG-17s attacked a USN strike on the Dong Phuong Thong Bridge, damaging an F-8 

Crusader, then escaped unharmed. The following day, two NVN MiG-17s attacked a flight of four F-105s 

awaiting their turn to bomb the Than Hoa Bridge. The MIGs approached without warning, shot down two of the 

F-105s, completely disrupted the strike, and escaped the escorting F-100s unscathed. Obviously, the existing 

early warning and fighter assets in SEA were insufficient to guarantee US air superiority in the region, so the 

latest USAF TAC fighter aircraft, the F4 Phantom II (C model) was committed. 

The 12 TFW:  The 12
th

 TFW was re-activated on 17 April 1962 at MacDill AFB, Tampa, FL, and became 

the first USAF wing Operational Ready with the McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom II (C model) in 1965. The 

unit began its deployment to Cam Ranh Air Base (CRAB), RVN, in November 1965 and remained here until 31 

March 1970, when the 12
th

 designation was reassigned to Phu Cat AB. The initial organization composition at 

Cam Ranh consisted of 557
th

, 558
th

 and 559
th

 Tactical Fighter Squadrons from MacDill. To complete the four 

squadron wing structure, 391
st
 TFS arrived from Holloman AFB, New Mexico.  

        
        557

th
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 TFS                  391
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Cam Ranh Bay Air Base, RVN:  The base location is 180 miles east, north-east of Saigon on the coast of 

the South China Sea. Geographically it is at 109 degrees longitude and 11 degrees, 59 minutes north latitude. 

The base facility is situated on the southwest corner of a peninsula which extends out into the South China Sea. 

Air base construction began in June 1965 with the AM-2 aluminum plank runway started in early September 

and finished 50 days later. 
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The 12 TFW Mission:  The primary mission assigned to the wing in SEA was to attack and destroy enemy 

military forces, supplies, equipment, communication systems and installations with conventional weapons. Also 

support joint operations with surface forces as well as provide active air defense against enemy air forces by 

visual interception or air control and warning systems. Noteworthy accomplishments: During the reporting 

period of November 1965 – June 1966, the combat mission of the wing could be divided into three categories: 

4,645 sorties within South Vietnam in close air and direct support; 6,498 sorties in the Tigerhound area of 

southeast Laos on direct support and air interdiction missions; and beginning 15 June, flew 168 escort mission 

over the Gulf of Tonkin in support of operations Big Eye and Silver Dawn. 

MacDill AFB to Cam Ranh Bay AB transition: On 9 Oct.1965 Tactical Air Command (TAC) 

identified the 12
th
 TFW and its supporting units for deployment. The 836

th
 Air Division Ops Order 14-65, code 

named “Two Buck 22” outlined the PCS move and responsibilities. The DCM (Deputy Commander of Maint.) 

Vernon H. Miller was delegated responsibility for selecting the F-4C aircraft, personnel, and equipment for the 

transfer. On 4 October 1965 the entire wing assembled and received confirmation of PCS to SEA for a one-year 

tour. The wing commander, Col. Levi R. Chase arrived at CRB on 10 November. Wing HQ selected 558
th
 as 

the first squadron to deploy to CRAB. The flight consisted of 24 F-4Cs flying 11,000 miles across the Pacific to 

RSVN.  

The 12 CSG (originally designated 6256
th

 CSG): Washington changed the USAF role in South 

Vietnam from a training and advisory capacity to full-active participation against communist forces. To achieve 

this role, on 28 July 1965, 2
nd

 Air Division (later 7
th
 Air Force), at Tan Son Nhut AB, established numerous 

provisional organization, “combat support groups”, across South Vietnam to aid USAF base development. 

These temporary designated units comprised: 6250 Tan Son Nhut. 6251 Bien Hoa AB, 6252 Da Nang Airport, 

6258 Phan Rang AB, and 6256 Cam Ranh Bay AB. Originally, the 6256
th
 units assigned were HQ’s, Air Police, 

Civil Engineering, Material, Support and USAF dispensary. Advance Party: Headquarters, 6256 Combat 

Support Group, was established at Cam Ranh Bay on 8 August 1965 with a cadre of men procured from 

different PACAF/USAF units to initiate air base development. In the beginning a team of seven led by Col. 

William C. McGlothlin coordinated on billeting facilities for operation “Two Buck 22”. This consisted of 15 

officers and 35 enlisted men under the command of Lt. Col. G. R. Davis. On 25 August 1965 Col. Lee E. Baker 

became the first permanent party member to arrive at Cam Ranh Bay Air Base as the 6256
th
 CSG commander. 

The stretch of beach near the base would become known as “Baker Beach” and named for him. On 2 November 

1965 orders finalize the provisional organization at Cam Ranh AB starting 8 November 1965, as Headquarters, 

12 Combat Support Group, assigned to 12th Tactical Fighter Wing. In CONUS, orders reassigned the 12
th
 TFW 

and its squadrons at MacDill AFB, Florida, from Tactical Air Command to Pacific Air Forces upon arrival at 

Cam Ranh Bay AB. All provisional 6256 designations at Cam Ranh were discontinued effective 8 November 

by PACAF Special Order G-190 and the units taken on strength by the 12
th

 TFW except two units (USAF 

Dispensary and Food Service Squadron). Noteworthy accomplishments: This group set the tent foundations and 

erected them. With the help of Vietnamese local labor, they laid PSP and AM-2 matting over a sand bag base to 

support the aircraft parking ramp. They also erected the first inflatable buildings in SEA which required 

gasoline engine blowers operating continuously to keep them raised. These would later house the 12
th

 supply 

and maintenance shop operations for the 12
th

 FMS & 12
th
 AMS. They also oversaw the electrical power 

operations to the tent areas, as these were constructed and expanded, and perimeter security. The Job Control 

facility was constructed without the use of modern saws and drills, and completed before aircraft began to 

arrive. These were the pioneers. 
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Some Command & Squadron patches that applied to Cam Ranh AB: 

                                          
Pacific Air Forces              7

th
 Air Force                   834

th
 Air Division       12

th
 TAC. Ftr. Wg.    483

rd
 Tac Airlift Wg. 

 

  (1965-1972)              (1965-1972)               (1966-1971)             (1965-1970)            (1966-1972) 
 

555 TFS: At MacDill AFB, 555 TFS received notification 6 November 1965 for transfer to SEA, but it had 

previously deployed to Naha, Okinawa. USAF later amended this to PCS status at Naha AB as an 

interim assignment until relieved by an F-102 rotational squadron, then relocate to Cam Ranh. This was later 

changed to Da Nang Airport, Vietnam, as specified by CINCPACAF. The squadron eventually received 

permanent assignment to 8
th
 TFW, Thailand. 

 

Flight Operations at Cam Ranh Bay Air Base: The 12
th
 TFW flew 11,311 combat sorties between 1 

January and 30 June 1966. The bulk of these comprised air-to-ground missions which became the mainstay for 

the unit, but in 15 June 1966 the wing began to fly air-escort missions in support of “Big Eye” and “Silver 

Dawn” over the Gulf of Tonkin and areas north of the DMZ border. Other missions consisted of rescue cap (air 

cover) and reconnaissance (scouting for potential targets or providing battle damage assessments). 

 

The 43 TFS (15
th

 TFW, MacDill AFB):  The squadron flew the bulk of combat sorties in November 

1965 at CRAB. This organization comprised of 36 officers and 171 airmen TDY from the 15
th
 TFW at Mac Dill 

to Clark AFB, PI. Lack of parts and cannibalization grounded the majority of F-4Cs. The aircrews were sent 

TDY to the 45
th
 and 431 TFS, Ubon, Thailand, where they flew 295 sorties in support of out-country strikes 

over North Vietnam. When the grounded F-4s at Clark became operational, the TDY crews returned from Ubon 

and the 43
rd

 transferred to CRAB. Noteworthy accomplishments:  They went into operations on 2 November 

1965 and from the 2nd to the 18th, flew 176 combat missions, and from the 19th onward, shared the load with 

the other two TFS with 119 missions, the 557th 114, and the 558th with 124. On the first of January 1966, the 

43 TFS transferred back to MacDill AFB leaving their aircraft at CRAB for the 12
th
 wing. Major Waller V. 

Wood was their CO when providing support to the 12th TFW. 

 

557 TFS: In early October 1965, the 557th TFS received notification of PCS to CRAB, and on 14 November 

began its transfer with aircraft. Also on the 14th, 557th personnel began arrival at CRAB. Support personnel 

moved primarily by the Military Airlift Command using C-130 aircraft.  

Noteworthy accomplishments: Lt. James Greg Andrus was the 1st wing member to log 100 missions at CRAB. 

Lt. Temple C. Klett the 1
st
 to reach the 200 mission mark, and in total there would be four before the end of the 

reporting period. Maj. Robert P. Foster Jr. flew the wings 1,000
th
 sortie, Capt. Russell Bartlett flew the 2,000

th
 

and Lt. Jackson C. Shockley flew the 5,000
th

.  Another Air Force first: Capt. Robert Street safely landed F-4C 

63-7512 at Bien Hoa AB with the gear up after a utility hydraulic failure. The external tanks made good 

pontoons when landing on foam sprayed over concrete. CRB’s primitive aluminum runway was not an option 

and would impair wing flight operations. Capt. Robert Street received the DFC for this effort. TSgt E J 

Sherwood with a crew of six quickly recovered and repaired the aircraft for a safe return flight to CRAB. 
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3 Special Forces Camps were adopted by the 557
th
 to learn about the men and units, and develop close air 

support tactics to help defend them in all weather conditions. In the beginning Capt Henry V. Hall took Kham 

Duc, Capt. James A. Thornton took Phu Tuc, and Capt. Marvin M. Gradert was assigned Khe Sanh. The bad 

news; The first 12
th
 TFW aircraft loss to ground fire was Capt. Robert Street, pilot and 1

st
 Lt. Henry “Jim” 

Knoch, GIB on 28 November 1965, in F-4C 64-0729 in the Ia Drang Valley, just north of Pleiku and were 

picked up by a USAF chopper. The first wing casualties were Capt. James Donald Sala and Capt. Robert 

Wayne Wranowsky on 7 December 1965, F-4C 64-0723. They flew a close air support mission in the Central 

Highlands 20 miles East of Dak Seang and 50 miles north of Pleiku when struck by enemy ground fire; their 

Phantom crashed into a hillside before they could eject. On 4 May 1966 in F-4C 64-0688, 557 TFS crew of. Lts. 

Bernard G. Giere and Henry James Knock returned from a combat mission in inclement weather, when a 

disabled F-4 blocked the single runway. Running perilously low on fuel Giere requested permission to divert to 

Phan Rang when the wing flight operations officer interjected by radio and ordered the crew to perform further 

landing attempts. Unfortunately, the Phantom's engines flamed-out from fuel starvation and both crew members 

forced to eject, and landed safely. 

 

558 TFS: On 4 October 1965 the 558 TFS received notification to transfer to SEA and CRAB. Wing HQ 

selected the squadron to fly 24 F-4C to SEA. They set deployment date for 14 November and the squadron 

commander L/C Gerald J. Beisner led the 1st flight of six aircraft to Vietnam. Only 18 aircraft were flown all 

the way to Vietnam with some heading for Clark AB, PI, and others to Okinawa as replacement aircraft. Two 

diverted to Point Mugu Navel Air Station due to an air-refueling problem off the west coast; one F-4 

accompanied the other as its companion to form a two-ship element. Five refuelings and ten hours later the 

main flight arrived in Hawaii. Many endured excessive wing flap damage from the wet runway encountered on 

landing at Hickam AFB. Maintenance personnel quickly repaired the aircraft so they could resume their 

journey. The next morning it was on to Guam where only 18 aircraft continued to CRAB. Noteworthy 

Accomplishments: In the first four months an exchange program was arranged with the FAC’s in II Corps. By 

flying with them in O-1E’s, fighter pilots could learn how to improve techniques in controlling the air. In turn, 

FAC’s flying sorties with fighter pilots learned how to improve their controlling methods. When the squadron 

had flown 3,777 combat sorties, it had expended 1,390,589 rounds of 20mm ammo, 8,876 bombs, 15,969 

rockets, 2,679 cans of napalm and 18 CBU pods. With this the BDA was listed as 3,000 structures destroyed, 

125 bunkers destroyed or damaged, over 2,000 road points were blocked with cuts or slides, with 194 secondary 

explosions, and 209 KIA confirmed. On 8 June L/C Gerald J Beisner reenlisted A1C Bobbie D Johnson during 

an F-4 flight at the speed of mach 1.5.  

Bad News: The only tragic occurrence during this period came on 2 June when Capt. Joseph F. Rosato and Lt. 

Charles R. Ogle were hit by ground fire near Dak To Special Forces Camp. Due to loss of both engines and 

power, Lt Ogle ejected as ordered, but Rosato was unable to escape before the crash.  

 

559 TFS: On 1 January 1966, 559
 
TFS began their deployment to CRAB. The first increment of personnel 

arrived 2 January with the remaining by the 4
th

. MAC C-130 aircraft transported both support equipment and 

personnel to CRAB from MacDill AFB, Fla. By 5 January, the entire compliment of officers and enlisted 

personnel and related equipment were on station. They began flying combat missions against the VC on 6 

January. On 14 January, a 559 TFS F-4C 63-7469, while attacking communist positions in southern Laos was 

stuck by enemy ground fire forcing the aircrew to eject.  A USAF helicopter rescued both Capt. John A. Gagen 

and Lt. Frank M. Malagarie, unscathed.  Noteworthy Accomplishments: By the end of June the squadron had 

flown 3,777 sorties, and over 5,000 hours of combat time against the enemy since its arrival. Bad News: On 21 

April 1966, a 559 TFS F-4C 63-7531, with Lts. Russell. E. Goodenough and Paul A. Busch Jr. was shot down 

by enemy ground fire during a mission in Laos. Both men evaded capture until rescued by USMC helicopters. 
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391
 
TFS:  The unit deployed to SEA on 27 January 1966 led by L/C Walter L. (Jack) Doerty Jr. from 

Holloman AFB, NM. They completed the final leg from Andersen AFB, Guam, arriving at CRAB 30 January. 

Col. Levi R. Chase, 12 TFW Commander, greeted the flight upon touchdown. Some organizational problems 

surfaced as the squadron was initially assigned to the 366 TFW for the first five months of their deployment to 

Cam Ranh, leaving its status somewhat in doubt.  

Noteworthy Accomplishments:  19 April 1966, 391
st
 TFS crews logged their unit’s 1,000

th
 combat sortie. Major 

M. L. Strickland Jr. and Lt. Richard D. Bennett flew the milestone mission in the F-4C. During this period the 

unit flew over 2,300 combat sorties, more than 4,000 hours of combat time, destroyed 1,700 and damaged 900 

structures, knocked out 250 trucks and sunk 90 sampans, and had 300 KIA confirmed. Bad News: On 26 May 

1966, a 391 TFS F-4C 64-0722 with Lts. Terrence H. Griffey and Gary A. Glandon supporting ROK ground 

troops, released a bomb on their first pass and initiated a pull out over the target, when the aircraft exploded 

mid-air killing both men. 

Chief of Maintenance Complex:                                                                                                                
Quality Control (QC): This section also assisted the Wing Safety Office with spot flightline safety surveys. 

During this period 48 In-Commission Spot Inspections and over 200 after phase inspections were accomplished 

on assigned F-4C aircraft. Also 133 material deficiency reports were submitted to various AMA’s. AGE 

inspectors averaged 18 spot checks per month and over 100 after inspection shake-downs. The TO library 

expanded from 167 to over 500 books and covered all USAF aircraft operating in the theater.                      

Plans & Scheduling: During January the wing employed Clark AFB as the MOB (Main Operating Base) for 

major inspections and maintenance hampering overall wing aircraft utilization. This was overcome with the 

initiation of “phase” type inspections done in 25 and 50 hour increments replacing the standard of 300 hour 

PE’s. This led to less downtime and higher in commission rates. On 3 January a Phase Inspection “Test Deck” 

was introduced. An NCOIC and 18 airmen assigned to this task proved the concept as feasible. Through June, 

P&S had conducted pre-inspection meetings and scheduled over 200 phase inspections per month.                                                                 

Training and Standardization: This branch reviewed 106 maintenance directives and developed 

corresponding teaching programs to fit 1,200 new maintenance personnel that arrived between February and 

April under the “Lime Lighter” program. 256 required specific schooling on the F-4C aircraft as J431x1C’s. A 

classroom was created within a Jamestown-type tent and a 63 hour class was begun to provide this training.      

Office Machine Repair: The use of office machines is critical to all operations, and a search identified 

personnel with this skill set and lead to the creation of this new work center. They provided inspection and 

maintenance on 503 office machines.                                                                                                          

Material Control (NORS Control): This activity issues parts requests for all agencies to track and search for 

components that impact aircraft and equipment in commission status. Currently a manual system, future plans 

required a change to the Univac system in July. Personnel assigned to this operation require a broad knowledge 

of parts and their suitable replacements. Considered as innovative, the staff was issued passes to all warehouse 

and open storage areas to aid in their pursuit to solve part shortages. They also route and track components 

through RPC and during the reporting period 9,146 items were processed and 7,904 repaired and returned to 

service. 

Clark AFB, PI:  Clark AFB, PI was designated the MOB (Main Operating Base) and JEFM (Jet Engine 

Field Maintenance) for the F-4C and J-79 Engine for SEA. Clark lacked proper staffing, so 124 men were 

identified and sent TDY to support the MOB and JEFM effort. 128 F-4C’s received Periodic Inspections and 

returned to combat readiness from 1 January through 28 April. TSgt James A. McGaha, 12
th
 OMS, TDY to 

Clark was the designated Line Chief of the operation and had a 37 member team from OMS organizations 

within SEA to accomplish the task. At the end of April, this operation was terminated and personnel returned to 

their home stations as a result of the successful introduction of the Phase Inspection concept at CRB.  Note: 

From February to March, 39 F-4C aircraft were transferred here for PE Inspection and “On Time II” TCTO 
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project. During this period, substitute aircraft were removed from a pool and transferred where needed. This 

turned out to be a mess or a puzzle. Aircraft arrived back at CRAB without records or the documents would turn 

up two months later. Some TCTO’s that were completed had their data lost during the key punch entry 

operation and some information arrived at CRAB for aircraft that were never assigned there. In April and May, 

CRB’s implementation of the phase inspection concept and the receipt of TCTO kits eliminated the need for 

aircraft transfers.                                                                                                                               

 

12 Field Maintenance Squadron:  On 1 January 1966 the 12
th

 FMS was fully in place, operating out of 

nine tents with limited repair facilities. More than 100 specialists were sent TDY to Clark to support the 

inspection and TCTO docks as well as J-79 engine inspections and modifications. A crash recovery crew was 

established and trained to react to flight emergencies. In the middle of January the inflatable buildings became 

available and the shops moved into them. The Fabrication Branch aided CE in the construction and expansion 

of the parking ramp. They also created a napalm mixer, aircraft slings and mess hall equipment. The Sheet 

Metal Shop repaired 19 battle damaged aircraft in April and experienced an increase in wing-fold skin cracks. 

Also in April the Repair and Reclamation Shop recovered an F-4C aircraft that crash-landed in 5 feet of 

water. On 1 April the External Tank Shop was created as a separate function of the Fuel System Shop to meet 

demand and quality requirements.  

All 12th FMS shops operated 24–7 to support the base and wing mission. The Egress Shop detected F-4C seats 

corroding and inspected all aircraft and took action to remove and replace components as necessary. 

The Engine Shop experienced an increase in battle damage to engines and CSD’s (constant speed drives) were 

in short supply. On 6 April the Test Cell was completed and the first engine run-up performed. During this 

period the engine shop became the MOB for the bases of Phan Rang, Da Nang, and Tan Son Nhut. They also 

became the MOB for small gas-turbine engines used in AGE. Problems experienced:  An influx of new 

personnel lacking F-4 training began to arrive in February through April. Many were sent TDY to the FTD 

School that was set up in Clark. Also 116 airmen were on OJT (skill training) for the 5 and 7 levels. A lack of 

bench stock depth and spare parts hampered the maintenance effort. The inflatable buildings that were great in 

the beginning began to fail repeatedly and had to be replaced by large tents. The Parachute Shop remained 

critically short of personnel and continued to operate on 12 hour shifts. The External Fuel Tank shop had a large 

backlog of repairable tanks due to part shortages. A “Tank Farm” (an open field) was created to store the tanks. 

412
th

 Munitions Maintenance Squadron:  This is divided into two main operations, the Flightline 

Operation and the Munitions Storage facility. The Flightline Operation began by working out of tents with the 

Gun Shop operating out of temporary shed. In June 1966 they relocated to a Butler building which provided a 

better and more organized facility, and escape from the elements. The Munitions Storage area was located in 

the North-east end of CRAB. The area was constructed with “self help” with numerous semi-permanent 

structures. At the beginning of May 1966 a temporary Missile Maintenance Shop was constructed and 

operational by the 10th.  The USAF portion of the Tri-Services Munitions Storage area became effective in 

June with the acceptance of 32 revetments. The EOD Team (explosive ordinance disposal) moved from tents to 

self-help wooden “hooch’s” at the west of the Aerial Port explosives revetment. Accomplishments; On three 

occasions during this period EOD technicians safely de-armed ordinance that had been jettisoned from aircraft. 

The squadron provided munitions support for over 10,000 sorties flown by the 12
th
 TFW. They provided the 

SUU-16A gun support which expended over 6,000,000 rounds of 20mm ammo. Also the transshipment of 

7,000,000 lbs of munitions from CRAB to other bases in SEA was achieved.  Problems experienced:  For 

Flightline Ops parts shortages to keep equipment functional became a real issue and at one point, serviceable 

guns were in critical short supply. Also the logistics and delivery of 750 & 500 pound bombs created another 

gap in supply. For the Munitions Storage area it was the lack of vehicles to efficiently load and unload 

munitions. The lack of trained personnel continued as an issue. 
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Civil Engineering: The base was blessed with three agencies. The primary main base facilities support, Fire 

Department, power production, Roads and Grounds, and runway barrier maintenance was conducted by the 12
th

 

Civil Engineering Squadron.  The Triple Nickel (555
th
 Red Horse) organization was deployed to Cam Ranh 

to accelerate the construction of wood buildings to replace the initial tents required to sustain early operations, 

such as the 12
th
 hospital and BX, just to name a few. During 1966 the famed RMKBRJ global construction 

company was added to the mix to begin building the concrete runway and parking ramp operations on the 

opposite side (east ramp) of the initial base. With these two added organizations, the base was in an accelerated 

growth mode. 

12
th

 Civil Engineering Squadron: In January this organization was responsible for maintenance on 55 

buildings and 255 tents. By June this number increased to 255 buildings, 800 tents and 30 inflatable structures. 

Since January construction projects were; Dining Hall, NCO Club, Officer’s Club, Airman’s Club, Red Cross 

facility, APO building, Ration Breakdown storage area, Pole Barn (supply), multi-purpose courts, Kennels, 

Sumps, Electrical & Water distribution systems to the tent area and added over 40 more Showers. Bad news:  

On 17 December 1965 an AC-47D, tail number 43-49492 of 4th ACS, 6250 CSG, Tan Son Nhut crashed en 

route to CRAB, returning members from an in-country leave, killing all on board including: MSgt. Joseph A. 

Cestaric, TSgt, John M. Chapell, TSgt Thomas M. Sloan, A1C Johnson L. Meade and one from Supply. 

 

12 Security Police Squadron: The 12 Air Police Squadron grew rapidly during this period. Central 

Security Control (CSC), Armory, Stand-By room for Alert Teams and the Admin Section were constructed 

using a lot of self-help. Other buildings constructed were the Orderly Room, Pass & ID, and Base Police 

Section and tents were constructed on short notice for 68 sentry dogs. Other areas of focus for development 

were observation and defensive bunkers, gate shacks, mortar positions, trip flares and miles of concertina wire. 

Early in this period the tactical area of responsibility increased to include from 22
nd

 grid north to 40
th
 grid. 

During this time all but one platoon of ROK (Republic of Korea) Marines were pulled from the peninsula and 

sent to the mainland. Actions taken: Search and Destroy missions were conducted north of the base in 

conjunction with the remaining ROK Marines. Numerous search and clear operations were conducted in the 

swampy area to the West of the base. Sampan landings continued day and night even though there was a 300 

meter restriction along the shore. Apprehensions included Viet Cong and their sympathizers and many claiming 

to be fisherman. Security and Law Enforcement personnel assisted the Vietnamese police in search operations 

at My Ca village and the local labor camp. Special note: The yardstick used to set up the initial manning of the 

squadron was based on a stateside operation with more Law Enforcement allotted then Weapons Security 

System personnel. These numbers would be more realistic for traffic control situations and not with perimeter 

defense in a combat zone. This issue was later corrected with an updated manning document. Bad News: On 17 

January 1966, security policeman Garry P. Gay was only five days in-country when visiting the beach area. 

Observing a swimmer in distress in high waves, Gay swam to rescue Airman Robert Fields, III, but both men 

perished in the turbulent sea conditions. 

12 Transportation Squadron: The vehicle inventory increased to 649 by mid 1966. Nine thousand line 

items were shelved in an inflatable 60 x 90 structure to support the day-to-day operation of parts needed. This 

helped improve the VDP from 130 to 80 as some parts became warehouse stock. A 1600 square foot sized 

building was constructed to house all maintenance records, tech orders, data files, computer room, and the 

transportation officer, superintendent and admin section. The Jeep: The smallest vehicle used on the base was 

the Jeep and they were not originally in USAF inventory, but picked up from the Army salvage yard and given 

a new lease on life. Many received new ID numbers painted on them to look official and it was as simple as 

signing for one. There were many jeeps running around the air base trying to avoid confiscation by the squadron 

staff. At issue were safety standards and periodic inspections as well as accountability for fuel and parts 
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consumption. The 557 TFS kept a jeep but did some horse trading with the Army for a “six-by”, as did other 

units. 

CBPO:  The Consolidated Base Personnel Office originated on 15 October with the arrival of L/C Louis S. 

Rosenberg, Director of Personnel, and SSgt Michael J. Howanich as the advance segment of personnel 

directorate. By the end of the reporting period the strength would be two officers and 16 enlisted men. A split 

operation was used with his staff also located at Tan Son Nhut where the actual personnel records were 

maintained. Personnel Services Section: This began with a field table in a corner of a tent and improved with 

time and self help. A Base Library was started with 600 pocket books which could be checked out for up to 

two weeks. Baker Beach became available on Sundays and during off-time for swimming surfing and water 

sports. This proved a major morale booster. Movie films shown in the chow hall five nights a week continued 

until constructing an outside open air area reached fruition. Films were procured from the Army. The R&R 

(Rest and Relaxation) program was a highlight of services offered. Three-day passes with transportation and 

lodging could be arranged at Nha Trang or Saigon, RVN. Once personnel accumulated sufficient service-time 

in a combat zone, longer out-country R&R trips became available. 

12
th

 Supply Squadron: This constituted two main divisions, that of supplies and equipment, and that of 

fuel. Supply and Equipment: During this early period the number of warehouses increased from four to 20, 

plus two large open storage yards. Mission support improved with a better supply “pipeline” to CONUS for the 

materials required, thus achieving improvement in the NORS rate from 17% in January 1966 to 8% in June. A 

major accomplishment involved the conversion from a manual supply record-keeping system to one using a 

Univac-1050 II computer. On June 26
th

 the upload of data records was completed utilizing the first Univac 

computer installed in SEA and one of the first in PACAF. Fuels Section: The squadron erected mall shelters for 

POL personnel near each hydrant turbo pump during fuel transfer operations. They constructed an 18’ x 52’ 

building was built to house mobile fuels, supplies, fuel testing lab and office space. More than 21,000 aircraft 

fuel deliveries were achieved; 40,000,000 gals of fuel dispensed; 37,856 gallons of LOX (Liquid Oxygen) 

produced. Biggest problem was support from CONUS due to distance, time and methods of transportation. 

Problems experienced:  Obtaining bulk fuel deliveries from Army storage facilities due to increased demand 

for aviation fuel. The problem became partially resolved when the Army added 21 more permanent tanks by 

expanding a fuel storage area project that began construction in February. Increased consumption of LOX 

caused many plant equipment failures and eventually overcome by improving parts delivery and increased 

vigilance. Bad news:  On 17 December 1965 an AC-47D, tail number 43-49492 of 4th ACS, 6250 CSG, Tan 

Son Nhut crashed en route to CRAB, returning members from an in-country leave, killing all on board 

including SSgt Ralph L. Hinson and four from the 12
th
 CES. 

 

12
th

 Services Squadron “The Mess Hall”: Many consider food at the base chow hall was considered 

good, and for six days a week it was served four times daily (a breakfast was added to start the midnight shift 

and feed the swing shift going off-duty). On Sunday the mess hall served breakfast in the morning and issued C-

Rations for the other two meals of that day. This allowed a brief shut-down and a break for the chow hall crew. 

If you wanted to eat in the mess hall, either a personal mess kit or a steel tray was needed and brought in by the 

individual. These were cleaned and sterilized on the way in and out by dipping and scrubbing them in a series of 

garbage cans with heaters attached that brought the water close to or at the point of boiling for sterilization. 

On 20 Jan. 1966 dining hall #3 opened and fed approximately 1,400 meals a day. On 25 April 1966 dining hall 

#4 opened and was staffed by TDY personnel from Tan Son Nhut and Bien Hoa to get it operational, and fed 

approximately 1,300 meals per day. 

 

Base Flight and Transient Alert: By May of 1966 it is estimated that 10,000 transient aircraft had 

landed and the numbers would begin to average between 2,400 – 2,600 per month with mostly C-130 and 
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Caribou aircraft. Army choppers were constantly in and out and Cam Ranh quickly grew into a large aerial port. 

Transient Alert handled 1,552 visiting aircraft during the short month of February. One C-47 aircraft (Ser# 44-

76578) was initially assigned to Cam Ranh and a 2
nd

 was added at the end of January (ser# 43-49852). Together 

they were nicknamed Sand Blower Airlines. Maj. Charles A. Rice III was the Base Ops Officer and was one of 

the two Instructor Pilots assigned to fly them. There were no assigned pilots but 22 that were attached, had been 

checked out to fly them. The two C-47’s flew 139 sorties during the reporting period and carried 346,000 lbs of 

cargo and 2,000 passengers, flying 879 hours safely. Both aircraft were used to chase aircraft part shortages, 

move people and haul chow for the K-9 kennels as well as general “go-fer” missions.  Problems experienced:  

Maj. Rice spent a lot of his ground time inspecting the PSP ramp, trying to spot and repair the jagged steel 

edges that would pop-up, which could cut aircraft tires. Bad News: On 17 June 1966, a US Navy C-130 left 

Cam Ranh for Okinawa when it exploded mid-air off the coast near Na Trang, killing all on board, including 

391 TFS passengers, pilots Capt. Connie M. Gravitte and Lt. Claiborne P. McCall, and 12 AEMS SSgt Oley N. 

Adams. 

McDonnell Douglas F-4C Phantom II:  Initially aircraft assigned to the 12
th

 came from the 12
th
 & 15

th
 at 

MacDill and Holloman AFB, but over time would be supplemented by more C models from other units and 

commands as needed. 

 

 

 

 

F-4C, 63-7542, above is assigned to the 557
th
 TFS (XC tail code = CRB/557th), and is configured for an Air to 

Ground attack mission. This normally would consist of a 20mm gun pod on the centerline station and either 

bombs, napalm, CBU canisters or 2.75 inch rocket pods on the two inboard stations. The above photo was taken 

approximately May 1966. The bat insignia on the external fuel tanks was added by the crew chief, SSgt E J 

Sherwood, as an identifier in helping to spot his aircraft during landing and recovery. This aircraft was struck 

once by a small arms fire (one bullet) during Sherwood’s tour (Nov.65-Nov. 66). The bullet penetrated the 
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center door of the #2 engine bay, but did no subsequent damage. The bullet was easily recovered and forwarded 

to the pilot who had flown the ground attack mission that morning. A quick patch was installed on the hole in 

the access door by the 12
th

 FMS Sheet Metal Shop and the bird was ready for the afternoon mission. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
   F-4C, 63-7542 above configured for Air to Air with four AIM-7 & four AIM-9 missiles beginning 15 June 

1966 to support air operations over the Gulf of Tonkin. It would maintain this configuration during the 

remainder of Sherwood’s tour which ended in November 1966. The above location is A-3 (first row of aircraft, 

2
nd

 revetment). Each cubicle held two F-4’s under normal staging conditions. The ramp is constructed of AM-2 

aluminum planking and the revetment walls are heavy gage steel with sand and dirt between the walls for added 

buffering. 
   This aircraft would survive the war and subsequent base transfer assignments and retire at the end of her 

flying career at AMARC (the bone yard in Tucson, AZ) in July 1988. “During my days as a crew chief I would 

be assigned to several F-4C’s, some were newer, but none were better than 542, a real jewel to keep ready to 

fly.” said Sherwood who would spend 14 years on the F-4 program and retire as SMSgt and a Line Chief with 

the 58
th

 TFTW at Luke AFB and still involved with the same F-4C’s that flew with the 12
th
 at CRAB and in 

SEA. 
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The Alert Pad: In March 1966 a four aircraft minimum of F-4s were positioned near the end-of-the-runway 

to perform quick response to ground support or air cover mission requests. These were either 5 minute or 15 

minute response times (scrambles) and had aircraft configured with a variety of ordinance to meet most any 

need for a friend in trouble. 

 

 

Ground Control Approach (GCA): This was a mobile unit and proved inadequate and unreliable during 

marginal weather. During this period no approach control existed and all clearances came from Saigon Center. 

Poor communications made contact slow and at times impossible. Another problem was the lack of control 

authority over airspace west of the base. 

 

The Flightline: The air base parking ramp was first built using Pierced Steel Planking (PSP) for a foundation 

to allow for base construction and supply delivery. The PSP was not suitable for the high performance tires of 

the F4, so the parking ramp, taxiways and runway were upgraded according to plan and before the wing 

deployed using a non-skid interlocking aluminum planking (AM-2). The major problem encountered with this 

material was the wearing of the anti-skid surface which became slippery when wet. The runway actually shifted 

back and forth from the number of take off and landings. The flightline ramp was an open space at first. On 18 

February, construction began installing steel reinforced revetments, with a sand based center, to provide 

protection to parked aircraft. This allowed the staging of two F-4’s per revetment in normal operation (wings 

extended), or three per revetment (wings folded) for a compressed parking operation. The Revetment project 

was completed on 5 June 1966. Problems encountered: Aircraft were constantly shifted to accommodate the 

construction and at times three aircraft were sandwiched into a revetment designed for two (wings folded). With 

the walls going up, the temperature increased greater than 140 degrees. Along G row the ramp would buckle up 

to 2 feet from the heat and the matting had to be hosed down to be functional in the afternoon sun. 

 

Crew Chief Shift work: Before any structures for shelter became available, crew chiefs met with the flight 

chief at the beginning of the shift near the edge of the parking ramp. Here aircraft status was reviewed, flying 

schedule communicated and special job assignments handed out. If there was a steady rain at the time, the group 

gathered under the wing of the nearest F-4 to try and keep any paperwork dry. Problems encountered: With the 

large influx of maintenance personnel assignments had to be readjusted due to rank, toolbox shortages and the 

level of F-4 training achieved (in January, many arrived with no F-4 training). OJT programs had to be 

implemented to advance the younger airman in their field and achieve familiarity with the F-4 aircraft. 

 

Powered Ground Support Equipment:  This support was provided by the AGE Branch of the12
th

 

FMS and came in many forms, such as electrical and pneumatic engine start units, Air Compressors etc. For 

night operations the “Lite-All” (2 large flood lights on a wheeled cart) provided sufficient illumination for 

major work or inspections to continue without interruption. The only downside to using these lights came 

during the dry season as they attracted rice bugs that looked like giant grasshoppers on steroids. The support 

provided by the 12
th

 FMS AGE section was commendable and appreciated by all flightline maintenance 

personnel. 

 

Tow Teams: To expedite F-4 aircraft recovery during flight operations, dedicated tow teams were created to 

move aircraft from the ground refueling pits, back to their assigned revetments, availing space for others that 

would be in the process of landing. These tow teams became experts at moving and backing aircraft into tight 

spaces in a safe manner and in minimal time. The concept of fuel pits and tow teams improved safety by 

allowing for a separation of fuel trucks and loaded aircraft within the revetment area. 
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The Runway: Although the 12
th

 TFW began operations using the AM-2 aluminum planking in 1965, a 

concrete runway was constructed and completed for flight operations in late 1966. The long term plan was to 

move the housing area and main base of operations to the opposite side (east ramp) of the new runway, after the 

completion of new concrete parking ramps, taxiways, along with the construction of new buildings and barracks 

and eventually hardened shelters for fighter aircraft. 

 

 

The Tent Area: In the beginning the general quarters were basic 8 man canvas Army tents. Over time they 

would morph into various stages of plywood and 2x4 models, with a door, sides and a hard roof as better 

building materials became available. The water to the shower and bath areas came in both Cold & Colder 

settings, based on the sun and the time of the year. In November & December of 1965 some tents with bunk 

beds harbored 10 occupants until more tents became available.  

 

Boardwalks:  Sand was everywhere and difficult to walk in. Sidewalks were created using 2x6 beams on 

their narrow side, with 2x4 decking nailed on top to form a platform. This helped to keep from tracking sand 

into the tents and other base buildings, and kept it from getting into shoes and boots, and worked especially well 

during the rainy season. 

 

The Base Theater: A sandy area near the first water tower was used for seating (bring your own chair). The 

movie screen consisted of sheets of plywood painted white. The projection booth was a small Conex (metal 

shipping container) with a hole cut in one end so the movie could be projected onto the screen. The operator 

was an airman who was paid extra to man the projector as an additional part-time job. There were many who 

did this function over time, but all were called “Luther”.  There was no doubt about this because when there was 

a film malfunction, the cry of “Luther fix that damn thing.” would ring out, loud and clear. For the most part, 

weather was not a problem if you had raingear, but at times it was better to be wet then hot. “Luther” also read 

the latest from the Stars & Stripes newspaper until it became dark and show-time. 

 

The Communication Media: The Stars and Stripes was the most comprehensive military news when it 

came available. Cam Ranh Air Base also had its own publication called The Sandscript (12
th
 Tactical Fighter 

Wing Newsletter) which could be found on a semi-regular basis (either in short supply or printed as news 

became noteworthy). 

 

Some sources for this article and much more information was obtained from;  
   Declassified documents from military archives, 

   http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cam_Ranh_Air_Base   

   http://12tfw.org/   

   http://users.rcn.com/jeremy.k/serialSearch.html  

   http://www.7af.pacaf.af.mil/library/factsheets/factsheet.asp?id=6810  

   http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_of_Tonkin_incident   

 

Other Individual Contributors; 
   David B. Bates, CRAB Transportation Officer, and 12

th
 TFW Assoc. 

   Ronald Doughty, F4 Pilot, 557
th
 TFS and 12

th
 TFW Assoc. 

   Bobbie D. Johnson, Crew Chief, 558
th

 TFS and 12
th
 TFW Assoc. 

   Henry James Knoch, F4 Pilot, 557
th
 TFS and 12

th
 TFW Assoc. 

   Charles A. Rice III, Base Ops Officer, 12
th

 CSG and 12
th

 TFW Assoc. 
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Big Eye - a four-engine propeller-driven EC-121D, crewed by sixteen members, with radar and 

communications equipment for early warning and control. Started in 1965, it was re-designated College Eye in 

1967. This encompassed the issuing of border warnings, SAM and MIG warnings, advising aircraft of current 

enemy defenses and coordinating overall air operations in North Vietnam.  

 

Silver Dawn – Special-equipped C-130 for ELINT missions, flying along the NVN coast. A special unit 

operating three C-130 was stationed at CRAB in standard, non-camouflaged markings. 

 

12 TFW Association – An organization that welcomes former officers, enlisted, and civilian members who 

once served in the 12th Wing or provided support for the unit at MacDill AFB, FL, Cam Ranh Air Base, RVN 

or Phu Cat Air Base, RVN. Additional information on the 12th Association is available on line at 

http://12tfw.org  

 

Note 1: The 12
th

 number currently resides at Randolph AFB, TX as the 12th Flying Training Wing and is an 

active Air Force unit with the mission of training pilots and navigators for fighter, bomber and transport aircraft.  

In 1974 returning Air Force POW’s who re-entered as pilots and navigators, were welcomed here and began 

their acclamation to regain their flying skills and adjust to the changes in operational procedures that had 

occurred during their absence. 

 

Note 2: A similar history format is currently under development for both 389th and 480th TFS at Phu Cat. 

 

Disclaimer: Most of the information for this story was obtained from documents submitted by managers or 

commanders, expressing progress or problems within their units as they perceived them.  

This may or may not be the same recollection by others who served within the unit during that time, but was 

documented and submitted as an official status report. If you have input on the content of this story, please 

submit your comments to E J Sherwood, 12
th

 TFW Association at EJ12TFW@cox.net . 

  

 


